
COMBO RESCUE

VERSATILE, DURABLE.
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The Combo Rescue has a bit of everything on board. It’s a true platform to cover every possible need when a walk-in 
or non-walk-in alone cannot cover the task at hand. The body is configured with a traditional rear non-walk-in body 
coupled with a separate or integrated walk-in module. Like any E-ONE rescue product, each part of a combo rescue
can be configured to meet many mission critical needs.
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CAPABLE, CONFIDENT.
E-ONE engineers extruded aluminum and formed 304L stainless steel rescues 
that meet or exceed NFPA standards. With unsurpassed durability that will 
last the long haul, E-ONE rescues are built to meet the critical needs of your 
department without sacrificing safety or quality.
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CUSTOM DESIGNED COMMAND AND CONTROL DUTY DRIVE, ADAPTABLE
Interior spaces can be customized to 
accommodate a wide array of duties such 
as communications, rehab, and haz-mat to 
support your crew in the field. 

The need for separate work or command
areas on a big incident often calls for a cab 
configuration outside the norm. The 3-door 
command cab available on both E-ONE custom 
cab platforms easily accommodates this need 
and can be configured to suit your department’s 
specific needs.

From small, specialized truck builds to large 
multi-function apparatus, E-ONE delivers
custom solutions using the best materials and 
build processes in the industry for long service
life and dependable operation.

CAB Cyclone® or Typhoon® chassis with short, medium, long and extended length 2 or 4-door cabs

BODY CONSTRUCTION Extruded aluminum or formed 304L stainless steel

RESCUE Multiplex electrical system with color display provides increased feature capability and improved diagnostics

BODY CONFIGURATIONS
Multiple body configurations available including popular options such as rooftop compartments with center 
walkway and front storage pan for light towers, hydraulic system components and cascade bottles

DOORS Roll-up or hinge doors

CHASSIS Galvanized / powder coated 10.25"-12" c-channel frame and liner if applicable

BODY LENGTH Range from 16' to 26'

SPECIFICATIONS


